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This revised and expanded edition of MacNutt's bestselling book Healing, which has sold over

400,000 copies in its lifetime, provides a context within which to understand healing. MacNutt covers

topics that include the basis of the healing ministry, kinds of healing, and the connections between

sacraments and healing. MacNutt discusses new discoveries of connections between the spiritual

and the physical, including scientific inquiries into the healing power of prayer.
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Simply stated, "Healing" by Francis MacNutt may be the best work on healing through prayer ever

written. The book includes an overview of the history of praying for healing in Christianity. That in

itself is worth the price of the book. He traces how healing began as a central obligation of early

Christian communities, but when Christianity became legal under Constantine, many of the precepts

of pagan Roman society, such as those advocated by stoics, which deemed suffering as

redemptive, infiltrated Christian theology and practice. People prayed less and less for healing as

time progressed and saw their suffering as something they should endure without questions, for

redemptive reasons. Also the role of the laity changed much once Christianity became legalized.

Priests became more powerful and certain practices that were once considered the responsibility of

all, such as praying for the sick (which is handed down in the Catholic tradition as the anointing of

the sick) were no longer responsibilities that any Christian should perform, but relegated to those

ordained.MacNutt's book includes many personal testimonies of people who were healed through

services at which he participated. Some of the stories come from letters. Some of the stories are his



personal experiences and situations that he witnessed. All areas of healing are included: inner

healings from emotional wounds, physical healings and deliverance is also a topic the book covers.

The book includes sample prayers used from various Christian faiths, or elements that should be

incorporated into prayers, if the reader has an aversion for formal prayers.
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